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Abstract

Blood plays an important role in oxygen absorption and its transfer to organs and tissues in vertebrates, 
as well as in a number of invertebrate species. Numerous interactions between cellular and non-cellular blood 
components constantly occur. A special role in these interactions belongs to erythrocytes and leukocytes, 
between which oxygen is constantly exchanged and activated, which we showed directly in whole blood. Blood is 
a liquid tissue, which is a complex cooperative system and has many inherent functions and the most important 
one is the ability to maintain the homeostasis of the body. Our experience has shown that despite its high 
optical density, undiluted blood of humans and animals can be a source of radiation due to the transformation 
of the energy of electron-excited (EEE) states and secondary processes occurring in the whole blood system. 
Parameters of this radiation - ultra-weak photons emission (UWPE) from blood - depend upon its physiological 
properties and refl ect the physiological state of a donor. Analysis of UWPE from non-diluted blood is a simple 
and sensitive method that allows to monitor the course of treatment of a patient. In spite of high opacity of non-
diluted blood it may be a strong source of UWPE both in the presence and absence of UWPE enhancers. Analysis 
of patterns of UWPE from blood reveals its highly non-linear, stable non-equilibrium and cooperative properties. 
Characteristic of a living system. 
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Introduction

Blood is the most important function in the absorption, transfer and transfer to 
organs and tissues of oxygen in most species of vertebrates, as well as in a number 
of invertebrate species. In itself, numerous interactions between cellular and 
noncellular components constantly occur. A special role in these interactions belongs 
to erythrocytes and leukocytes, between which oxygen is constantly exchanged and 
activated, which we showed directly in whole blood. Blood is a liquid tissue, which 
is a complex cooperative system, the most important of its properties is the ability 
to maintain the homeostasis of the body. Directly re lect the signi icance of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) in the formation various regulatory functions in the blood. Our 
experience has shown that despite its high optical density, non-diluted blood of humans 
and animals can be a source of radiation due to the transformation of EEE states and 
resulting from secondary processes occurring in the whole blood system. Parameters 
of this radiation - UWPE from blood depend upon its physiological properties and 
re lect the physiological state of a donor. Analysis of UWPE from non-diluted blood is a 
simple and sensitive method allowing to monitor the course of treatment of a patient. 
In spite of high opacity of non-diluted blood it may be a strong source of UWPE both 
in the presence and absence of UWPE enhancers. Patterns of UWPE from blood argue 
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that ROS are continuously generated in it, in particular those that are registered in the 
presence of the radiation activator lucigenin (LC). Analysis of patterns of UWPE from 
blood reveals its highly non-linear, stable non-equilibrium and cooperative properties, 
characteristic of a living system [1,3].

Materials and Methods

Blood of healthy donors and patients with different diseases was obtained by 
venous puncture and was stabilized by heparine. Blood was obtained between 9.00 
and 10.00 a. m. and used exactly 3 hours after extravasation. During this period it was 
kept in plastic tubes at 20-25oC.

The study was approved by the Hospital Medical Ethical Committee (Moscow City 
Clinical Hospital N23 «Medsantrud»), and all the patients gave informed consent. 

The method for recording chemiluminescence (CL) – UWPE

Using the method of CL, reactive oxygen species (ROS) status in non-diluted whole 
blood of patients and healthy donors was investigated. UWPE was registered using 
two different types of single photon counters. In irst experiments one was the liquid 
scintillation counter Mark-II (Nuclear-Chicago, USA), equipped with photomultipliers 
EMI 9750QB/I. It was used in the mode of single photon counting (coincidences circuit 
off) at a maximal gain. The measurements were performed at room temperature (I9-
2I°C). Dark counts varied in the range of 20-40 counts/sec.

Standard borosylicate glass vials, or 1 ml Eppendorf polyethylene test tubes were 
used as blood containers. Test tubes were ixed in empty glass vials always in one and 
the same position. Vials and test tubes having negligibly low background count-rate 
and short decay time of own luminescence after insertion into the counting chamber 
were selected. Parameters of CL from blood did not depend upon the material of 
vials. Blood (0.2-I.0 ml) was added to a vial or a test tube, its count-rate/0.2 min was 
registered for 2-3 min, and luminol (LM) (Sigma) was added to a blood sample to a 
inal concentration of 10-4 M from stock solution (10-1 M) in analytical grade dimethyl 

sulfoxide.

The second single photon counter was chemiluminometer "Biotoks-7a" (Russia) 
(Figure 1).

The device is equipped with the horizontal photoelectronic multiplier (PM) 
working as a single photon counter (9750QB / 1 PM, EMI Electronics LTD, Middlesex, 
UK), the spectral sensitivity region is 380-710 nm with a maximum in the blue-green 
region at 420-500 nm. Aliquots of blood (100 μl) was placed in the Eppendorf type 
test tube, then lucigenin (LC) was added ( inal concentration – 10-4 M) and CL kinetics 
were measured for 300 seconds, and photon counting was done every second. The 
data are presented as photon counts per second and light sums which are integrals 

Figure 1: Equipment for the registration of non-diluted whole blood CL (chemiluminometer “Biotox-7A”).
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of kinetic CL curves of 300 seconds. The results were processed in the Statistics and 
Excel programs, reliability of differences of the experimental and control values was 
determined according to the criteria of Student, Manni-Whitney and Wilcoxon.

Results and Discussion
Properties of UWPE of whole non-diluted blood of healthy donors

UWPE of biological objects is considered to arise as an immediate result of relaxation 
of electron xcited states (EES) of products of free radical oxidative reactions with the 
participation of ROS [2]. There are a lot of studies of UWPE accompanying respiratory 
burst (RB) induced in neutrophil suspensions or highly diluted blood preparations. 
Non-diluted blood is not used for these studies, because it is supposed that hemoglobin 
and other chromofores should completely quench UWPE. However, we observed CL 
from non-diluted human blood in the absence and presence of CL ampli iers (luminol 
and especially lucigenin) even in a resting state. We obtained the dependence of LM 
and LC ampli ied CL of a healthy donor’s blood in the absence of RB stimulants upon 
time after blood has been (Figure 2).

Major energy source for ROS generation in whole blood are reactions of one-
electron oxygen reduction performed principally by white blood cells; at that red 
blood cells (RBC) serve as oxygen source for these reactions. Hemoglobin (Hb) packed 
in RBC providing opacity to blood actually did not quench CL from it. Luminescence 
practically disappeared when free Hb was added to blood. Thus UWPE from blood 
may result from the secondary emission due to energy transfer in this live cooperative 
system (Figure 3).

Response of blood of a healthy donor (Figure 4) and of an infarction patient (Figure 
5) on withdrawal of its portions and evolution of the property during and evolution 
of this property during blood storage indicates of highly non-linear and cooperative 
properties of this living system.

Role of UWPE of whole поп-diluted blood of an infarction and stable angina 
pectoris patients

We studied the LM-dependent photon emission from non-diluted blood of stable 
angina pectoris patient before and after low-level intravenous laser therapy (Figure 6). 
Blood was taken from patients just after their admission to the hospital, and 24 hr. after 
the 3-d, 7(8)-th, and laser session just before the current treatment. Note that unlike 
a healthy donors’ blood addition of LM to it is followed with animmediate increase in 
UWPE [4].

Patient "M.", 63 years old, male, had the and post - following diagnosis on admission: 
myocardial ischemia, stenocardia of tension (functional class III), atherosclerotic 
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Figure 2: Photon emission changes in non-diluted blood (0.2 ml) supplemented with LM (a) or LC (b) in relation to 
time of blood storage. LM - a probe for multiple forms of ROS, predominantly H2O2 and CIO- generation; LC - a probe 
for O2•- generation. Aliquots (0.2 ml) for measurements were taken from this sample at time moments marked by 
inscriptions at each curve. Note, that the curves for 5 min., 1 hr, and 3 hours in (a) apply to the left ordinate and the 
curve for 24 hours - to the right ordinate. Liquid scintillation counter Mark-II was used (Mark-II was used).
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Figure 3: LC-dependent UWPE from blood diluted 1:1 with physiological saline (blue curve) or physiological saline to 
which human hemoglobin was added ait a concentration of 2 mg/ml (red curve).  Mark-II was used.
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Figure 4: 3 ml of a healthy donor’s blood was added to a vial and PE from it (blue line) was registered in turn with an 
empty vial. At indicated time points aliquotes of blood were transferred to an empty vial (red line). Mark-II was used.
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Figure 5: Response of blood of a patient on withdrawal of its portions changes in the course of the patient recovery 
(left fi g. - shortly after infarction; right fi g. - after 4 days of treatment). Mark-II was used.
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Figure 6: Luminol-dependent  photon emission from non-diluted blood of stable angina pectoris patient “M.” before 
(blue curve) and after low-level intravenous laser therapy (3-d laser session – red curve and 8-th laser session – 
green curve): laser treatment session: 30 min. exposure to l=633 nm, output power - 1 mW, delivered into elbow vein 
through a waveguide. Mark-II was used.
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infarction (1987) cardiosclerosis, chronic aneurysm of the heart, blood low insuf iciency 
stage 1. After 8 sessions of low level laser therapy combined with chemotherapy 
(nitrates, beta-adrenergic antagonists, aspirin) the patient was feeling well. Just after 
his admission to the hospital LM addition to blood induced fast and very intensive 
growth of PE intensity (Figure 6, blue curve). Mild shaking of a sample was followed 
with a new acceleration of CL intensity growth. 24 hours following the 3-d laser session 
CL of his blood dropped already to values characteristic for healthy donors' blood, 
though after a sample was shaken CL intensity began to grow. After the 8-th laser 
session addition of LM to blood resulted in a moderate elevation of photon emission, 
but sample shaking did not cause additional increase in CL. Our further studies on LM-
dependent CL in the blood of angina pectoris patients during laser therapy have shown 
that it is possible not only to diagnose the improvement of patients, but also to warn 
about the timely termination of laser therapy sessions in the event of an increase in the 
intensity of blood CL [4]. 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and patients’ blood UMPE

COPD is characterized by not fully reversible air low limitation (bronchial 
obstruction), which usually progresses steadily and is caused by an in lammatory 
reaction of lung tissue on the impact of pathogenic particles or gases [5]. COPD is 
an in lammatory disease associated with ROS production. ROS are highly chemically 
reactive and need to be controlled to prevent damage [6,7]. The system of control is 
generally known as an antioxidant system. In this exploration the effect of Hypoxen® 
[8], treatment on ROS production, the formation of which is recorded in dynamics CL, 
in patients’ blood was studied (Figure 7). Recorded in blood RB in the presence of LM 
and zymosan (ZM) (activator of RB) and LC that determines the rate of O2

•- generation.

Changes in the dynamics of the average values of the intensity of whole blood CL in 
30 patients with COPD before (2) and after (3) therapy by Hypoxen® and during acute 
attack (1). Hypoxen® which is the new promising antioxidant and antihypoxant that 
demonstrates remarkable ROS protective effect in patients with COPD and appears to 
have very few contradictions. Chemiluminometer "Biotoks-7a" was used.

The aim of the current study was to compare the level of ROS in the whole undiluted 
blood of 3 groups of volunteers: patients with COPD before treatment with Hypoxen®, 
patients with COPD after treatment with Hypoxen®, and patients suffering from acute 
attack. A statistically signi icant decrease in ROS contents in blood was observed after 
Hypoxen® treatment of COPD [8]. Thus in all the patients with COPD in remission phase 
with Hypoxen® appointment, LM-CL with ZM and LC-enhanced CL (LC-CL) decreased 
after the treatment. Parameters of CL xcited states (EES) of products of free radical 
oxidative reactions with the participation of ROS [2]. There are a lot of studies of UWPE 
accompanying respiratory burst (RB) induced in neutrophil suspensions or highly 
diluted blood preparations. Non-diluted blood is not used for these studies, because it 

Figure 7: Changes in the dynamics of the average values of the intensity of whole blood CL in 30 patients with COPD 
before (2) and after (3) therapy by Hypoxen® and during acute attack (1). Hypoxen® which is the new promising 
antioxidant and antihypoxant that demonstrates remarkable ROS protective effect in patients with COPD and 
appears to have very few contradictions. Chemiluminometer "Biotoks-7a" was used.
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is supposed that hemoglobin and other chromofores should completely quench UWPE. 
However, we observed CL from non-diluted human blood in the absence and presence 
of CL ampli iers (luminol and especially lucigenin) even in a resting state. We obtained 
the dependence of LM and lucigenin (LC) ampli ied CL of a healthy donor’s blood in 
the upon them depended on blood state. Using the discriminator analysis we found the 
most important time points in the kinetic curves of CL for classi ication patients into 
groups (e.g., COPD patients before and after treatment with Hypoxen®) [9]. 

Conclusion
In spite of high opacity of non-diluted blood it may be a strong source of photon 

emission both in the presence and absence of PE enhancers. Parameters of PE from 
blood depend upon its physiological properties and re lect the physiological state 
of a donor. Analysis of PE from non- diluted blood is a simple and sensitive method 
allowing to monitor the course of treatment of a patient. Patterns of PE from blood 
argue that ROS are continuously generated in it, in particular those that are registered 
in the presence of LC. Analysis of patterns of UWPE from blood reveals its highly 
stable non-equilibrium and cooperative properties, characteristic of a living system 
[1,3]. A seemingly paradoxical effect of irst laser sessions — a decrease of blood LM-
CL, rather than its elevation after blood irradiation needs some explanation. First, it 
should be stressed, that blood analysis was performed 24 hours after intravenous 
blood irradiation. It means that we observed some generalized effects of the preceding 
session, rather than a direct effect of laser irradiation of blood. Then the question arises 
for the reasons of high and low LM-CL from non- diluted blood. It is generally supposed 
that that PE from living cells and tissues is an immediate outcome of relaxation of 
excited states arising from free radical oxidative reactions [10-12]. However, if this 
concept may be true for more or less severely perturbed systems (from simple blood 
dilution [13-15] to homogenates [12,16] its extrapolation to non-diluted blood, that is 
blood in its maximally native ex vivo state is questionable. Hypoxen® treatment of COPD 
patients resulted in signi icant alternation of LM-ZM-dependent and LC-dependent 
CL of whole blood of patients. This is consistent with the claimed strong antioxidant 
activity of Hypoxen® [9].
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